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the company
thesign was founded in 1998 by Patrick Stieger as a high-end luxury
textile editor. The distinctively Swiss company was built from the
foundations of the Engelbert E. Stieger company created by his
father in the 60’s. This “next generation” company looks beyond it’s
Swiss borders to bring a Swiss style and savoir-faire aboard as well as
to learn from and address the ever changing international markets.
Today the company has become recognized as an international
force in the textile industry for its creative, dynamic, and responsive
approach to its products and business.

our brand
thesign’s name is a wink to the adage “the sign of the times”, which is
apt to its timely product offerings. The brand looks at the changing,
sometimes volatile landscape of interiors, to anticipate a vision of a
better tomorrow.
This vision is full of hope, comfort, and of course luxury.
The goal is to bring joy while never compromising on quality.

our mission
Luxury high-end products with the aim of excellence in design,
colors and quality. A luxury brand that meets the highest standards.
Quality control, development – we use only the best and most
exquisite yarns.
“The thesign collection very much reflects my style and taste in
every sense. I see our fabrics as having a soft masculine warp with
a bold feminine weft. Designed to be memorable, the collections
are very contemporary, very modern and stylish with real signature
pieces.”
Patrick Stieger

our values
thesign believes they are just a piece of the puzzle.
Their products are the inspiration and raw material for design
professionals to complete their own visions for their clients.
Customer service, an underlying but essential puzzle piece, is
not only to provide timely information and expedite orders, it is a
commitment to treating their customers as true partners.
thesign seeks to inspire, to instill joy, to celebrate life, to embrace
living well.

our responsibility
In our world of consumption, thesign looks to offer relevant and
responsible products for our homes and social spaces.
The creative team responds to social changes and behaviors with
solutions that affect “what they should need” in order to make our
world more equitable and environmentally responsible. Products
as a result are targeted and pertinent, they don’t just create for the
sake of creating. They know that design has the power to change
our relationship with each other and the environment as a whole.
The production is carefully sourced. Quality is of the utmost
importance, while they won’t turn an eye to the impact it has on
equity and the environment. For this reason the production is in
partnership with mills exclusively in Europe. thesign doesn’t only
seek out innovation and quality with their production partners, they
also need to be engaged and responsible in that fair labor practices
and environment protection measures are in place and part of their
ethos.
with true luxury comes responsibility

sur mesure
We strive to offer the best products to our customers, whether it’s
the quality of the fibers, innovative techniques, or simply captivating
designs.
There comes a moment when a project calls for something beyond
our in house collection. thesign is ready to answer this call. We can
work with you on a various levels of customizations.
From developing a specific colorway to creating a whole new
design, the team at thesign is engaged to make your project as
unique as your client.
We bring over 60 years of textile knowledge to bring the best
experiences to our customers.
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